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The Victorian architect, Norman Shaw, was 
reputed to have said when responding to a 
question about his stylistic sensibilities that he 
was just a soil stack man himself. For those who 
have been puzzled by that remark, this book 
holds the answer. 

Annmarie Adams has prepared a scholarly 
account of the influence of the relationship 
between middle-class women, the sanitary 
movement and domestic architecture. In this 
she has indicated the subtle shifts of power, 
between doctors and architects, doctors and 
women and women and the household. At first 
sight these shifts seem too minor to merit such 
detailed attention; however, as the tale unfolds 
their importance becomes clear. 

The book is organized into five essays deal
ing with the International Health Exhibition of 
1884, doctors' interventions into domestic archi
tecture, women's contribution to the mainte
nance of healthy homes, arrangements for 
childbirth, and feminism and domestic archi
tecture. The focus ofthe research is on England 
and particularly London and a variety of sources 
are used, ranging from women's magazines to 
medical directories as well as more conven
tional architectural sources. 

Adams makes the point that the sanitary 
movement, which was responsible for so many 
of the public health reforms in mid-Victorian 
Britain, focused its attention initially on work
ing-class homes. It was only as the century 
drew to a close that the middle-class home 
became a source of anxiety. This was due, in 
part, to the slow acceptance of germ theory and 
Victorian horror ofthe "miasma," which, it was 
argued, could penetrate through walls and 
floors. Further concerns were raised by the 
inclusion in homes of die new forms of sanitary 
appliances, such as water closets and batiis, 
which accommodated functions formerly sep
arated from the main fabric of the house. 

One of die most intriguing parts ofthe book 
demonstrates die way in which architects were 
marginalized in die debate about the "healdiy" 
house, relegated to aestiietic concerns while 
the doctors got on witii the real business of 
specifying drain runs and ventilation require
ments. This chapter fleshes out a chapter in 
the history ofthe architectural profession, which 
is useful in itself. 

More importantly though, Adams suggests 
that our view of the reform styles of late 
nineteenui-century architecture, such as the 
Queen Anne style, the Arts and Crafts move
ment and die Aesthetics movement, may be 
based on a misapprehension. The appropriation 
of such matters as clothing, textiles and furni
ture design by architects removed a responsi
bility that had been women's, decades earlier. 

The notion of "separate spheres" is firmly 
contested by Adams. Rather she argues tiiat in 
these brief three decades, women acquired more 
power in the home, as inspectors and regulators 
of the new domestic order. Freed from the 
immediate demands of dieir children by a new 
fashion that separated children's quarters from 
adults, women were able to inhabit a number 
of spaces witiiin die home. Paradoxically, die 
suffrage movement was located within this 
sphere, many of die first suffrage meetings being 
held in drawing rooms. A wonderful picture is 
painted of Mrs Pankhurst's drawing room filled 
wiui thirty or forty suffragists with her hus
band and children emerging from the double 
connecting doors after die meeting to lend their 
support. 

One further new item of interest, which 
enthused diis reviewer at least, is the account 
of diree specialist blocks of flats which were 
built for women in London. A recognition ofthe 
"spinster problem," in which women greatiy 
outnumbered men, led to the acceptance of a 
new form of housing for women. The first 
two women to become members of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects, Ethel and 
Bessie Charles, lived in one of these buildings, 
York Street Chambers. 

This book is valuable in die questions that 
it raises about women, architecture and die 
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medical profession. Unfortunately the first chap
ter is the least convincing in that the author's 
stance on the descriptions of the wonderful 
devices whose virtues were extolled by the 
medical profession is not made clear. Is the 
reader meant to laugh at the doctors' extra
vagant fear of 'sewer gas'? Given that may of the 
building regulations that are still in force today 
were based on these nineteenth-century pre
occupations, it would have been useful to know 
if the author was gently mocking, or applauding. 

This last observation should not deter any
one who is teaching a course on the history of 
domestic architecture or on gender studies and 
the built environment from placing it on their 
reading lists. The illustrations, from the proof 
copy at least, are illuminating and entertaining 
and the book is eminently accessible to a range 
of students. One can only hope that Dr Adams 
will pursue her interests further, perhaps draw
ing out the connections between women and 
the origins of the Modern movement. 
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Editorial PoUcy/Politiijuo de la revu» 
The prime goal of the Urban History 
Review/Revue d'histoire urbaine is to be a 
vehicle for the exchange of information. 
theories, and techniques relating to the devel
opment of urban communities over time. One 
of its key aims is to bring together the various 
disciplinary perspectives that exist in urban 
studies. The UHR/RHU is concerned with the 
historical evolution of urban Canada in the 
broadest sense. 

We wish to make available information about 
current research on the development of 
Canadian towns and cities: 

' what scholars are discovering; 
' what topics they are researching; 
" what topics need to be added to our 

research agendas; 
how research can be best carried out; 
and 

* what sort of research materials are 
available to accomplish it. 

As well, the UHR/RHU is interested in publish
ing non Canadian material when it deals with 
comparative, methodological or historiographical 
issues or topics. 

The UHR/RHU is a bilingual, refereed journal. 
Articles and other materials should be submitted 
in either French or English. Three copies of all 
submissions should be sent to 
Urban History Review/Revue d'histoire urbaine. 
Becker Associates, Box 507, Station Q, 
Toronto, Ontario M4T 2M5 

The UHR/RHU publishes two categories of arti 
des; articles that range in length from 6,000 to 
10,000 words and shorter papers or research 
notes of 1.000 to 3.000 words. From time to 
time, theme issues will be published. Readers 
suggestions for such issues are encouraged. 
The UHR/RHU also welcomes material for the 
Notes and Comments section, such as reports 
on work in progress, thesis abstracts, confer
ence announcements, information on recent 
publications, comments on urban policy (past 
and present), and notes on archival or other 
sources. Suggestions for book reviews or book 
review essays are also invited. 
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